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+12125757646 - https://www.patzeriaperfectpizzanewyork.com

A comprehensive menu of Patzeria Perfect Pizza from New York covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found
here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Patzeria Perfect Pizza:
it was my first day in new york and after almost 4-5 hours of exploration by manhattan wanted to enjoy famous
ny pizza. went to patzeria based on reviews and it really lived up to its rest. being alone, I just ordered a piece

margarita grandma. each bite of the two pizzas was a scream for word delicious the sausage was mixed with the
brot so that it felt like it is marinated basic with a hauch of crunch. there was a... read more. The diner and its

premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending
on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat. What User doesn't like about Patzeria Perfect Pizza:

Worst pizza Ive ever had in NYC and we have eaten everything from 99 cents a slice pizza to gourmet pizza in
NYC and the boroughs. Pizza was awful. Not only was the pizza bad, but so was the service. Their sidewalk

cafe/Yurt is a joke. It's super cold and the ceiling heaters they have do not work well. We were cold. Won't make
the mistake of ordering pizza from there again. Did I say it was AWFUL? Worst slice of Pepp... read more. At

Patzeria Perfect Pizza from New York it's possible to try delicious vegetarian meals, that were made without any
animal meat or fish, Also, you shouldn't miss out on the delicious pizza, original freshly baked in a wood oven. In
addition, you can expect original Italian cuisine with delicious classics like pizza and pasta, The visitors of the

establishment also appreciate the comprehensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the
establishment has to offer.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

P�z�
MARGHERITA

PIZZA MARGHERITA

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

LASAGNA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

PASTA

BREAD

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
SAUSAGE

MEAT

MUSHROOMS

PEPPERONI

CHEESE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 17:00 -23:30
Tuesday 17:00 -23:30
Wednesday 12:00 -23:30
Thursday 12:00 -23:30
Friday 12:00 -23:30
Saturday 11:00 -23:30
Sunday 17:00 -23:30
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